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Abstract
Objectives: To construct a prognostic model for preoperative prediction based on computed tomography
(CT) images of esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC).

Methods: Radiomics signature was constructed using the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator
(LASSO) with high throughput radiomics features that extracted from the CT images of 272 patients (204
in training and 68 in validation cohort), who were pathologically con�rmed ESCC. Multivariable logistic
regression was adopted to build the radiomics signature and another predictive nomogram model, which
was composed with radiomics signature, traditional TNM stage and clinical features. Then its
performance was assessed by the calibration and decision curve analysis (DCA).

Results: 16 radiomics features were selected from 954 to build a radiomics signature which were
signi�cantly associated with progression-free survival (PFS) (p<0.001). The area under the curve (AUC) of
performance was 0.891 (95% CI: 0.845-0.936) for training cohort and 0.706 (95% CI: 0.583-0.829) for
validation cohort. The radscore of signatures’ combination showed signi�cant discrimination for survival
status in both two cohort. Kaplan-Meier survival curve further con�rmed the radscore has a better
prognostic performance in training cohort. Radiomics nomogram combined radscore with TNM staging
showed signi�cant improvement over TNM staging alone in training cohort (C-index, 0.802 vs 0.628;
p<0.05), and it is the same with clinical data (C-index, 0.798 vs 0.660; p<0.05). Findings were con�rmed in
the validation cohort. DCA showed CT-based radiomics model will receive bene�t when the threshold
probability was between 0 and 0.9. Heat maps revealed associations between radiomics features and
tumor stages.

Conclusions: Multiparametric CT-based radiomics nomograms provided improved prognostic ability in
ESCC.

Introduction
Esophageal cancer (EC) remains the seventh most frequent cancer and the sixth most prevalent cause of
cancer deaths globally [1]. It had an estimated 477,900 new cases and 375,000 annual deaths occurring
in China, and most of them are esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC) [2]. The majority of ESCC
patients are diagnosed as advanced stage due to unclear early symptoms, and the 5-year survival rate is
very low (less than 20%) [3, 4]. Although surgery is still the most sanative treatment, the 5-year survival
rate of resectable EC treated with surgery alone is only 34–36% [5]. Hence, effective means to
preoperatively predict the prognosis for ESCC patients is necessary.

Prognosis survival evaluation of EC mainly depends on traditional TNM staging for the moment.
However, the TNM system only considers anatomical features and neglects the intrinsic factors of tumor,
resulting in the inaccurate prognosis [6]. Then scholars started to collect clinical data as well, such as
age, gender, body mass index (BMI), and quality of life [7–10]. However, the performance is still weak, for
they failed to re�ect the internals of tumors. Furthermore, prognostic evaluation by multi-omics
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approaches is based on molecular features of a small portion of tumor tissue, which limited the
understanding of the heterogeneous tumor.

Radiomics, a noninvasive, quantitative, and low-cost approach, can objectively and comprehensively
evaluate tumor heterogeneity by converting medical images into high-dimensional, mineable, and
quantitative imaging features via high-throughput extraction of data-characterization algorithms [11, 12].
These features have potential to reveal disease progression, thereby provide valuable information for
personalized therapy and decision-support [13–23]. Previous studies have shown radiomics signature
alone or merged with clinical parameters could enhance predictive accuracy in cancers [24–26]. Recently,
the most widely-used imaging modality in radiomics is computed tomography (CT), which is universally
used for preoperative diagnostics of ESCC. Due to the poor contrast resolution, it is di�cult to distinguish
the different histologic layers of esophageal wall. However, it is believed that there is still a lot of digital
information can be deeply excavated through radiomics approaches.

In this study, we developed CT-based radiomics as a novel approach for individualized, pretreatment
evaluation of progression-free survival (PFS) in ESCC patients (stage I-III). Additionally, we sought to
reveal the association between radiomics and clinical informations.

Materials And Methods

Patients and clinical characteristics
Shanxi Medical University Review Board approved this retrospective study. The entire cohort of this study
was acquired from February 2016 to October 2018 records of the Institutional Picture Archiving and
Communication System (PACS), which was used to identify the patients who had histologically
con�rmed ESCC (TNM stage: I-III) and underwent surgery after diagnosis at Shanxi Cancer Hospital. All
patients underwent pretreatment CT scans from neck to abdomen, and signed their own informed
consent. All methods were carried out in accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations.

To determine the patients that could be included, we developed the following criteria: 1) pathologically
con�rmed ESCC; 2) underwent surgery for ESCC; 3) standard contrast-enhanced CT was performed
preoperatively; and 4) complete clinical and follow-up information was available. We randomly divided
the patients into training and validation cohort by a ratio of about 3:1. We trained models in training
cohort and validated them in validation cohort.

Clinical characteristics including age, gender, tumor location (upper, middle, lower), drinking history,
smoking history, genetic alterations, and pathologic characteristics including depth of invasion, TNM
stage and lymph node metastasis informations were collected from patient records. These
clinicopathologic characteristics are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
Patient and tumor characteristics in the training and validation cohorts

  Train N=204 Validation N=68

Gender    

Male 140 68.6% 52 76.5%

Female 64 31.4% 17 23.5%

Age    

Median(interquartile range) 60.5 59.5

≤56 57 27.9% 26 36.8%

56-66 94 46.1% 25 36.8%

≥66 53 26.0% 18 26.4%

Location    

Up 12 5.9% 3 4.4%

Mid 142 69.6% 41 60.3%

Down 50 24.5% 24 35.3%

Drinking    

Yes 73 35.8% 25 36.8%

No 131 64.2% 44 63.2%

Smoking    

Yes 118 57.8% 42 61.8%

No 86 42.2% 27 38.2%

Genetic History    

Yes 66 32.4% 20 29.4%

No 138 67.6% 49 70.6%

Invasion Degree    

Full layer 117 57.4% 45 66.2%

Non-full layer 87 42.6% 24 33.8%

TNM    

I 24 11.8% 4 6%

II 109 53.4% 32 47.0%
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III 71 34.8% 32 47.0%

Lymph Node Metastasis    

Yes 80 39.2% 32 47.1%

No 124 60.8% 37 52.9%

Follow up and clinical endpoint
All patients were followed up every 1–3 months during the �rst 2 years, every 6 months in year 2–5, and
annually thereafter. To provide an e�cient tool, which would allow earlier personalized treatment, we
chose PFS as the endpoint [27] ! . We de�ned PFS from the �rst day of treatment to the date of
disease progression (locoregional recurrences or distant metastases), death from any cause, or the date
of the last follow-up visit (censored). The minimum follow-up time to ascertain the PFS was 6 months.

CT acquisition and segmentation
All patients were performed the contrast-enhanced CT by using a 64-channel multi-detector CT scanner
(LightSpeed VCT, GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, Wis, USA). The acquisition parameters were as
follows: 120 kV; 160 mA; 0.5-second rotation time; detector collimation: 64×0.625 mm; �eld of view: 350
mm×350 mm; and matrix: 512×512. After routine non-enhanced CT, contrast-enhanced CT was
performed after a 25-second delay following intravenous administration of 85 mL of iodinated contrast
material (Ultravist 370; Bayer Schering Pharma, Berlin, Germany) at a rate of 3.0 mL/s with a pump
injector (Ulrich CT Plus 150, Ulrich Medical, Ulm, Germany). All images were reconstructed with a thick
slice of 5.0 mm. For feature selection, we converted image format from DICOM to NII without applying
any preprocessing.

Note that segmentation is required before the extraction of quantitative radiomics features, we performed
three-dimensional manual segmentation by using 3D-Slicer software (https://www.slicer.org/), which is
an open platform for medical image processing. The chief physician of Shanxi Cancer Hospital with
more than �ve years’ experience in interpreting chest radiology outlined the tumor regions for each CT
image layer, and the tumor segmentation was guided and veri�ed by the specialist. The region of interest
(ROI) covered the whole tumor mass and was delineated on each CT slice, and would be used in
subsequent feature extraction.

Selection of radiomics feature and building of radiomics
signature
We performed the calculation through our homemade Python scripts (Python3.6,
https://www.python.org) for radiomics feature extraction based on the segmentation results. A total of
954 features were obtained by calling feature calculation in pyradiomics package (open-source python
package; https://pyradiomics.readthedocs.io/en/latest/), which included the following 4 categories: 1)
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�rst-order statistics features; 2) size- and shape-based features; 3) texture features; and 4) wavelet
features; and 5 typical matrixes: Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM), Gray Level Run Length Matrix
(GLRLM), Gray Level Size Zone Matrix (GLSZM), Gray Level Dependence Matrix (GLDM) and Neigbouring
Gray Tone Difference Matrix (NGTDM).

We built the radiomics signature with selected features in training cohort. To reduce over-�tting or any
types of bias, we applied following 2 steps: First, the best features based on univariate statistical tests (2-
sample t-test) between death and censoring groups in the primary cohort were selected and executed by
using Matlab 2016b (Mathworks, Natick, USA). Second, we used our homemade R scripts to select
features that were most signi�cant by using the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)
method, which would be a suitable methodology for the feature selection through regression of high-
demensional data (R Core Team. R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. URL: http://www.R-project.org, 2016). The glmnet R-packages
was applied for logistic regression (open-source R package; https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/glmnet/index.html). Additionally, the accuracy of prediction model could be
improved by regularizing the features through penalized estimation. We added the L1 penalty term to the
normal linear model and the parameter lambda controls the complexity of regression. When the λ was
large, it indicated that there was no effect on the estimated regression parameters; while as the λ getted
smaller, most covariate coe�cients were shrunk to zero. Then the remaining variables with non zero
coe�cients were selected by the λ that the 10-fold cross-validation error was the smallest [28] [29].

Finally, the radiomics signature was built by combining those variables in the primary cohort and
validated in the validation cohort. The radiomics signature is a linear combination of selected features
with respective weights, which would be calculated as a factor (Radiomics score, Rad-score) for the
further prediction model. The assessment method of the logistic regression model is the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve and its area under the curve (AUC).

Prognostic validation of radiomics signature
We calculated Rad-score for each ESCC patient and grouped them according to the following 2 rules. 1)
The patients were divided into high-risk and low-risk groups based on the median Rad-score. 2) Patients
with median scores were placed in high-risk groups. The radiomics signature discriminative performance
of the survival status was assessed according to the overall distribution of ESCC patients. And then, the
potential association of radiomics signature and clinical feature with PFS was assessed in the training
cohort and validated in the validation cohort. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis was used in these two
cohorts (the survival R-package was used for Kaplan-Meier survival analyses; https://cran.r-
project.org/web/packages/survival/index.html). Strati�ed analyses were implemented to determine the
PFS in subgroups of high-risk and low-risk patients. Univariate Cox Proportional Hazards Models were
performed to explore the C-index of the radiomics signature (the rms R-package was used for Cox
proportional hazards regression; https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/rms/).
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Performance of TNM staging and clinical nomograms in the
training cohort before and after addition of Rad-score
The nomogram with the predicting model was based on the multivariable logistic regression analysis.
The following candidate factors: TNM stage (dummy variable: “0” for I, “1” for II, “2” for III), status of
clinical features and Rad-scores were involved in a diagnostic model for preoperative prediction of ESCC.
The nomogram is a graphical representation of this prediction model in the training cohort. The
prognostic performance of TNM staging and clinical nomograms in the training cohort before and after
the addition of Rad-score was quantitatively measured by using harrell’s concordance index (C-Index),
which is commonly used to evaluate the discriminative power of prognostic models [30]. The value of the
C-index could range from 0.5, which indicated no discriminative ability, to 1.0, which indicated perfect
ability to distinguish between the patients who sufferred disease progression or death and those who did
not. Bootstrap analyses with 1,000 resamples were used to obtain a C-index with 95% con�dence interval
(CI) [31] that were corrected for potential over�tting. The calibration curves were drawn for assessing the
agreement between the predicted probability of 3-year PFS and actual 3-year PFS [32].

Nomogram validation in validation cohort
The prognostic performance of TNM staging and clinical nomograms in the validation cohort before and
after the addition of Rad-score was tested by the above method. Calibration curve and C-index were
calculated through multivariable Cox proportional hazard regression analyses. The decision curve
analysis (DCA) was introduced to evaluate the quanti�ed net bene�t of our prediction model in the
validation cohort [33, 34].

Association of radiomics features with clinical data
A heat map analysis was used to evaluate the associations between clinical data and radiomics features
(the gplots and pheatmap packages were used for heat maps).

Results

Clinical characteristics of all the patients 
A total of 272 consecutive patients met the criteria (192 men and 80 women; mean age, 60.25 years ±
7.43) were included and divided into two cohorts by a ratio of 3:1 using computer-generated random
numbers. 204 patients were enrolled in the training cohort (140 men and 64 women; mean age, 60.47
years ± 7.25), while 68 patients were enrolled in the independent validation cohort (52 men and 16
women; mean age, 59.58 years ± 7.96). The clinical characteristics with statistics of the training and
validation cohorts are summarized in Table 1. No signi�cant differences were found between these two
cohorts in terms of gender, age, history of smoking and drinking, location, genetic history invasion
degree lymph node metastasis and overall TNM Stage (p = 0.152-0.904). The median PFS was 36
months (range, 6-75 months). 
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Radiomics feature selection and radiomics signature
building
A total of 954 features were extracted from CT images, and might contain many redundant and highly
correlated features. To �nd out robust and valuable features, the following steps were performed: Firstly,
211 features were selected by univariate statistical tests (p<0.05) (Table 2). Then, based on the LASSO
logistic regression algorithm approach in the training cohort, we selected the features with non-zero
coe�cients. As a result, 16 radiomics features were screened out from 211 features (Table 3). The
procedures of parameter tuning and feature space reduction of the regression model are illustrated in Fig.
1. To build the radiomics signature, the 16 features were selected and involved in the Rad-score-based
prognostic model. The discriminative ability of the survival status based on radiomics signatures was
assessed by ROC in the both cohorts respectively (Fig. 2a).

Table 2

Radiomics features selection results based on the Anova

Result category CT

Number of selected features 221

The best-performance feature HLL-original_glcm_InverseVariance

(P=2.316589e-04)

 
Table 3

Radiomics signature selection results with descriptions
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Future name Future coe�cient

HHH_ngtdm_Busyness 0.00

HHL_�rstorder_Skewness 0.09

HLH_�rstorder_Median -1.53

HLH_glszm_SmallAreaEmphasis -7.75

HLL_glcm_ClusterShade 0.00

HLL_glcm_InverseVariance -9.92

HLL_glszm_SizeZoneNonUniformityNormalized 8.24

LHH_gldm_DependenceNonUniformityNormalized 31.68

LHH_ngtdm_Busyness 0.00

LHL_glcm_Idn 17.74

LHL_glszm_SmallAreaLowGrayLevelEmphasis -2.42

LHL_gldm_SmallDependenceLowGrayLevelEmphasis -134.61

LLH_glcm_Contrast 0.04

LLL_glszm_LargeAreaHighGrayLevelEmphasis 0.00

ORI_glszm_LowGrayLevelZoneEmphasis -2.16

ORI_gldm_LargeDependenceLowGrayLevelEmphasis -0.09

1) Median The median gray level intensity within ROI.

2) Skewness The asymmetric distribution of the Mean value. Depending on where the tail is
elongated and the mass of distribution is concentrated, it can be positive or negative.

3) Cluster Shade: A measure of skewness and uniformity of the GLCM. A higher cluster shade implies
greater asymmetry about the mean.

4) IDN (inverse difference normalized): Another measure of local homogeneity of images. Unlike
Homogeneity1, IDN normalizes the difference between neighboring intensity values by dividing over
the total number of discrete intensity values.

5) Contrast: A measure of local intensity variation, favoring values away from the diagonal (𝑖=𝑗). A
larger value correlates with a greater disparity in intensity values among neighboring voxels.

6) Small Area Emphasis (SAE): A measure of the distribution of small size zones, with a greater value
indicative of more smaller size zones and more �ne textures.

7) SizeZoneNonUniformityNormalized: The variability of size zone volumes throughout images, with
a lower value indicating more homogeneity among zone size volumes in images. it’s the normalized
version of the SZN formula.

8) Small Dependence Low Gray Level Emphasis: The proportion in images of the joint distribution of
smaller size zones with lower gray-level values.
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9) LAHGLE: The proportion in images of the joint distribution of larger size zones with higher gray-
level values.

10) LGLZE: Distribution of lower gray-level size zones, a higher value indicating a greater proportion
of lower gray-level values and size zones in images.

11) Dependence Non-Uniformity Normalized (DNN): Measures the similarity of dependence
throughout images, with a lower value indicating more homogeneity among dependencies in images.
This is the normalized version of the DLN formula.

12) Small Dependence Low Gray Level Emphasis (SDLGLE): Measures the joint distribution of small
dependence with lower gray-level values.

13) Large Dependence Low Gray Level Emphasis (LDLGLE): Measures the joint distribution of large
dependence with lower gray-level values.

14) Busyness: A measure of the change from a pixel to its neighbour. A high value for busyness
indicates a ‘busy’ image, with rapid changes of intensity between pixels and its neighbourhood.

Prognostic validation of radiomics signature 
Rad-score for each patient in the training cohort and validation cohort correspondingly showed that the
higher the Rad-score, the greater the probability of death (Fig. 2b, c). Besides, in the training cohort, the
radiomics signature from CT images yielded the highest C-index, which was 0.785 (95% CI: 0.719 to
0.850). In the validation cohort, the radiomics signature from CT images yielded a C-index of 0.692 (95%
CI: 0.589 to 0.794). It showed a signi�cant discrimination between the PFS of high-risk and low-risk
patients in subgroup analyses (Fig. 3).

Performance of TNM staging and clinical nomograms in the
training cohort before and after the addition of Rad-score
We developed a radiomics nomogram that integrated the radiomics signature from the CT images with
the traditional TNM staging system, which yielded a C-index of 0.628 (95% CI: 0.570 to 0.687). This
nomogram signi�cantly improved the discrimination ability in evaluating PFS (C-index: 0.802; 95% CI:
0.737 to 0.868) than TNM staging system (p < 0.05; Fig. 4a), and showed good calibration as well (Fig.
4b). Moreover, a radiomics nomogram was created by integrating the radiomics signature from the CT
images with all clinical data, whose nomogram yielded a C-index of 0.660 (95% CI: 0.595 to 0.726). We
found that the radiomics nomogram possessed good calibration and seemed to be more accurate than
clinical nomogram for evaluating PFS (C-index: 0.799; 95% CI: 0.733 to 0.864) with a p-value < 0.05 (Fig.
4c, d).

The validation of nomograms in validation cohort
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In validation cohort, the C-index of traditional TNM staging system is 0.516 (95% CI: 0.424 to 0.607). We
integrated the radiomics signature with the TNM staging system to produce a radiomics nomogram. It
showed an improvement over the TNM staging system alone (C-index: 0.691; 95% CI: 0.588 to 0.794).
The calibration curve of probability in PFS evaluation showed good agreement between nomogram-
evaluated and actual observation (Figure not shown). While, the clinical nomogram yielded a C-index of
0.683 (95% CI: 0.581 to 0.786) in the validation cohort, and was advanced by combining with radiomics
signature (C-index: 0.774; 95% CI: 0.671 to 0.876). The calibration curves of this nomogram showed good
agreement between nomogram-evaluated and actual survival (Figure not shown). The DCA for the
prediction model derived from the addition of Rad-score before and after is presented in Fig. 5a. It
showed that the predictive model collaborated with Rad-score had a batter net bene�t than that with only
traditional TNM staging combined with clinical features.

Association of radiomics features with clinical data 
The ESCC patients with similar patterns of radiomics expression were clustered through unsupervised
clustering (Fig. 5b). Then we organized a heat map to determine the association between radiomics
features and clinical data (Fig. 5b). The results showed signi�cant correlations between signature
features LHL−glcm_Idn, LHL−gldm_Small Dependence Low Gray Level Emphasis with drinking (p <
0.001) as well as gender (p < 0.03). Moreover, LHH-gldm_Dependence NonUniformity Normalized was
signi�cantly associated with gender (p < 0.001). LLH-glcm_Contrast, LHL-glcm_ldn and LHH-
gldm_Dependence NonUniformity Normalized were associated with smoking (p < 0.05). LHH-
gldm_Dependence NonUniformity Normalized and HHH−ngtdm_Busyness was associated with invasion
degree (p = 0.04-0.05). LHH-gldm_Dependence NonUniformity Normalized and LHL−gldm_Small
Dependence Low Gray Level Emphasis were associated with overall stage (p < 0.05). In contrast, no
radiomics feature was signi�cantly associated with age and metastasis (for all, p > 0.05).

Discussion
Here we �rstly developed and validated a new approach basedon CT radiomics for the evaluation of PFS
before treatment in ESCC (stage I-III). The radiomics signature from CT images demonstrated better
prognostic performance than traditional clinical informations alone. It could be competently
differentiated between patients with high-risk and low-risk, who had signi�cantly different 3-year PFS, and
were de�ned according to the median Rad-score. The developed radiomics nomogram transcended both
the traditional TNM staging system and clinical nomogram alone.

In clinical practice, CT, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), and
endoscopic ultrasound (EUS) have their own advantages and disadvantages in the staging of
esophageal cancer, or even cancer. But the use of these modalities is limited for their cost in both time
and money. CT own the highest cost performance for its high availability and noninvasive process.
However, the traditional prognosis was depended on the doctors’ observation, which is differ greatly
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according to the experience. Moreover, the evaluation from traditional clinical informations is even more
inadequate. It is believed that there is still a lot of digital information that can be deeply excavated
through the radiomics methodology, and used for judgement conversely. Therefore, we analyzed all
acquired CT images and constructed a CT-based radiomics signature. And the results con�rmed our
expectations that the radiomics signatures have the potential for evaluating prognosis in ESCC.

To build the radiomics signature, we selected 16 potential predictors from 954 candidate features through
both selecting highly correlated features with event outcomes and LASSO logistic regression. The
radiomics features obtained are generally accurate. Because the regression coe�cients of most features
have shrunk towards zero during model �tting. It not only allowed the identi�cation of features that had
strongest association with PFS [35], but also avoided over �tting [36]. The radiomics signatures from CT
images could revealed adequate discrimination in both the training cohort (C-index, 0.785) and the
validation cohort (C-index, 0.692). Additionally, the selected features were used to improve radiomics
signature and Rad-scores. We sorted the Rad-scores of all the patients with the labeled living status in
Fig. 2a, suggested that the Rad-score could potentially differentiate the two types of patients. Other
related statistical analysis also supported that the radiomics signature could be used as a biomarker in
prognosis of ESCC. Compared to the traditional TNM staging system and clinical nomogram, we found
the radiomics signature took a dominating factor position in our nomogram in both the training cohort
and validation cohort. It means the radiomics signature has better discrimination and prognosis ability
compared to that of classical radiologists, indicating the clinical importance of our �ndings due to the
traditional clinical information and TNM staging are routinely used in clinical practice [37, 38].

Generally, doctors are using the traditional TNM staging system for risk pridiction and treatment planning
making nowadays. However, there were obvious differences in PFS with the same clinical identi�ed
disease stage, indicating that tumor heterogeneity would affect the survival outcomes. The ESCC patients
(stage I-III) with shorter PFS may bene�t from the prognostic model, because they may give up aggressive
treatments to avoid the suffering and overspending. Here, we developed the radiomics features
possessing better prognostic ability than traditional TNM staging system for pretreatment PFS in
validation cohort as well as training cohort. It might because that our study was focused on ESCC
patients with stage I-III tumors (Table 1), and the patients with stage I accounted for a small proportion
(11.8% in training cohort, 6% in validation cohort). In consequence, it might di�cult to accurately stratify
PFS since the similar information of clinical stage. Moreover, the traditional TNM stage mainly re�ect the
clinicopathologic features of cancer patients, such as tumor size, lymph node involvement and distant
metastasis status, respectively. They do have prognostic value in tumor treatment, but neglected the
intratumor heterogeneity, which was deemed as a crucial factor for tumor progression and prognosis [39].
As a result, it provided an ine�cient nomogram performance in both the training cohort (C-index, 0.628)
and the validation cohort (C-index, 0.515). While the radiomics approach did extract the features of entire
tumor from medical images, by which produce a more comprehensive way to noninvasively involve the
intratumor heterogeneity. This might be why the combination of radiomics signatures and traditional
TNM staging could provide a better nomogram performance in both training cohort (C-index, 0.802) and
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validation cohort (C-index, 0.691). Hence, the radiomics signatures could asist prognosis for ESCC
complementarily to the traditional TNM staging.

Previous studies reported that clinical infromations, including gender, pathological type, tumor
differentiation, depth of invasion, and regional lymph node metastasis were associated with overall
survival (OS) outcomes through univariate analysis. While multivariate analysis showed that pathologic
type, depth of invasion, and regional lymph node metastasis were the independent predictors of OS [40].
Besides, the tumor volume of ESCC could be used as an important prognostic factor for radiotherapy and
chemotherapy assessment [41–43]. Therefore, we exploited a clinical nomogram that combined
available risk factors (age, gender, invasion degree, location, genetic history, metastasis) with overall
stage, but it doesn't exibit well (C-index of training cohort, 0.683; C-index of validation cohort, 0.660).
Then, we developed the nomogram by combining radiomics signature to it in both training cohort (C-
index, 0.799) and validation cohort (C-index, 0.774). This process suggested that radiomics signatures
have crucial prognostic value for ESCC patients.

Unlike the traditional methods, radiomics system is a noninvasive and low-spending approach, which
could provide new insights into the associations between tumor intrinsic properties and biological
behaviors. We analyzed the relationship between radiomics features and tumor-associated
characteristics, and observed some radiomics features were related to the general information of patients
(gender, drinking or smoking information, Fig. 5b). Additionally, our radiomics system showed some
radiomics features were associated with invasion degree as well (Fig. 5b). As a result, the present study
may provide some different insights into the mechanisms of lymphatic metastasis of ESCC, which
require future investigation.

There were several limitations in our study. First, we used thick-slice CT images rather than thin-slice
images for the extraction of radiomics signatures. Zhao et al. [44] found that thin-slice images could
re�ected texture features of tumor more complete than thick-slice images. For the measurement of tumor
volumes, thin-slice images had less measurement variability. We will further study the effect of thin-slice
CT images for the staging of ESCC and con�rm whether the performance is comparable with thick-slice
images. Second, all data involved in this study are derived from the same hospital, resulting the lack of
multi-center validation. The further investigations on the applicability to the patients of other institutions
is still required. Third,the analysis did not cover two-way or higher-order interactions of the radiomics
features. If the interaction(s) strongly associated with the outcomes were applied, the prognostic
performance of our nomogram may be signi�cantly improved. However, to reveal the interactions of
multiple factors is challenging. In brief, our study clearly showed that the radiomics approach is potential
for the prognosis of ESCC patients.

Conclusions
In this study, the radiomics signature from CT images showed great prognostic performance in
progression-free survival (p < 0.001) for ESCC. Our results showed that the radiomics nomogram
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combined radscore with TNM staging signi�cantly improved over TNM staging alone. Therefore, the
multiparametric CT-based radiomics nomograms provided improved prognostic ability in ESCC.
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